


TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 52:36 min.

FOLK MUSIC OF CHINA, VOL. 17:
FOLK SONGS OF THE TUJIA AND SUI PEOPLES

TUJIA
1  A Girl Who Wears a Floral Outfit
	 花咚咚的姐 - 1:44

2  Raise Our Glasses to Our Hometown 
	 乡音乡情醉开怀 - 2:45

3  The Fisherman Song 
 (South Song of Changyang)
 渔家乐	(长阳南曲)	- 6:45

4  Sa Ye’er Ho 撒叶儿嗬 - 3:10

5  Silly Son-in-Law 憨女婿 - 1:29

6  A Woodpecker 一只啄木鹳 - 1:25

7  Comb with Hair Oil 梳油头 - 0:45

8  Lover Girl Lives on the Sandun Mountain 
 情妹妹住在三墩岩 - 1:04

SUI
9  Song of Encounter 相逢歌	 - 1:34

10  Ancient Song 古歌 - 5:18 

11  Genesis of the Sky, the Earth and Sun  
 (ancient song) 开天辟地造太阳 (古歌) - 4:28

12  When Spring Comes (ancient song) 
	 大地回春	(古歌)	- 4:01

13  Love Song Duet 情歌对唱 - 2:25

14  Festival Song (ancient song) 
 节日歌 (古歌) - 8:26

15  First Love Song 初恋歌 - 3:17

16  I Miss You Song 相思歌 - 1:13

17  Hardship Song 苦命歌 - 2:10



FOLK SONGS OF THE TUJIA AND SUI PEOPLES
The Tujia people live in the Wuling Mountains, which spread over four landlocked Chinese provinces and cities – Hunan, Hubei, Guizhou and 
Chongqing. Hubei is where the songs on this album were recorded. Tourism in western Hubei has grown due to its prized rivers, trees, Chinese 
herbal medicine and rare animals. The Tujia women are experts in brocade making (a rich fabric woven with a raised pattern), which also contributes 
to the tourism trade. Their beliefs are mainly polytheistic, based on ancestor worship, but Buddhism and Taoism are also popular.

Their self-designation of ‘Bi zi ka’ means ‘local people’. The majority of the Tujia speak both Tujia and Mandarin, yet they write in Chinese.  
Many believe that they are descendants of both ancient Ba people and Han Chinese. The Ba feature in both Chinese literature and music; Tujia 
preserve a rich tradition in folk music.

The Sui people have lived in southwestern China for a long time, most of them in Guizhou province where the folk songs on this album were 
recorded. Being an ethnic farming group, the Sui have cultivated a strong tradition of forestry, such as in the area nearby the Miao Mountain, which 
grows various precious trees such as cedars. Glutinous rice, and sour and spicy flavours, often appear in the Sui diet. 

Sui, meaning ‘a double-edged comb with fine teeth,’ is a self-designation transliterated as Shui by Han Chinese. The Sui people speak their own 
language and celebrate festivals according to the Sui calendar. There is a Sui script for ritual use, yet in day-to-day life they write in Chinese.  
They believe in polytheism including five specific goddesses and various ancestors.

THE FOLK SONGS OF TUJIA PEOPLE
The folk music of the Tujia people is closely related to their traditional customs. Their folk music includes folk songs, dance songs, instrumental 
music and a type of operetta named Mao Gusi. The majority of the Tujia folk songs are sung in Chinese, however, a small portion of songs that 
circulate the Hubei province are sung in the Tujia language. 

Musical Categories
Track 1, A Girl Who Wears A Floral Outfit, is an example of an ‘inserting chant song’, which is part of the gong and drum music played when weeding. 
The chanting parts and musical phrases are sung alternately. The lyrics are plain and simple. 

Track 3, The Fisherman Song, is one of the ‘south songs of Changyang’. The south song of Changyang is a form of narrative singing that has been 
popular in southwestern Hubei for around two hundred years. The singing of the Changyang south song is sweet and melodious. Nowadays, 
the performers only sing around thirty tunes, whereas the previous generations can perform more than fifty. A small three-stringed lute and a 
percussion instrument are necessary accompaniments. 

The Tujia dances include religious performances by the Tujia sorcerers, as well as sacrificial ones (like the funeral dance Sa Ye’er Ho) which are 
performed by everyday citizens. Crying sorrowfully for daughters at weddings, and dancing happily for the deceased at funerals, is a unique but 
impressive custom of the Tujia people. The tradition of dance and performing vigorous drum music at funerals reflects the Tujia’s acceptance of 
death. During the eve of the burial, the lead singer plays the drum and backing singers follow while dancing. Track 4 is a performance of Sa Ye’er Ho.

Instruments
The Tujia people prefer blown and percussion instruments. The most popular instrument is the dongdong kui, a clarinet made of bamboo. Many 
traditional tunes are played on the dongdong kui, which has a long history dating back thoudsands of years.



THE FOLK SONGS OF THE SUI PEOPLE
The folk music of the Sui people include folk songs, dance music and instrumental music. It is said that the Sui people sing continuously, like a 
running river. The melodies of the Sui tunes are highly influenced by their language, which has eight different tones.

Musical Categories
Traditionally, the Sui people divide their folk songs into double, single, ancient and children’s songs. The double songs have two components – narrative 
and singing. The narrative part is often a short story that introduces the characters who appear in the songs. In the singing part, the two leading vocalists 
and their backing singers always sing an even number of songs each. The alternating singing between the two groups often resembles a competition. 
The single songs are also known as love songs, which do not include any narrative. The ancient songs are an essential part of Sui weddings and funerals. 
According to the contents, the ancient songs are divided into three types – ballads, funeral odes and reasoning songs. Tracks 10, 11, 12 and 14 all feature  
ancient songs.

Musical Features and Instruments
The Sui people perform with instruments such as mouth organs, bronze drums, gongs and suona (a double-reed horn). The instrumental 
performances are usually associated with various dances. The range of the Sui folk songs is usually within a fifth, and appoggiaturas can appear 
before long notes. A descending glissando is often played on the ending notes of a phrase. 
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TUJIA 
1. A Girl Who Wears a Floral Outfit 花咚咚的姐
Singers: Cao Feng, Tan Xiongshuang 
A girl who wears a floral outfit goes to visit her parents, carrying a floral back basket. “If you desire food, you 
will have to grow crops. If you desire meat, you will have to keep pigs. If you long for clothing, you will have to 
grow cotton. Once you have them all, you don’t need to worry at all.” A girl who wears a floral outfit looks from 
afar, crying. A girl who wears a floral outfit goes to visit her parents, carrying a floral back basket.

2. Raise Our Glasses to Our Hometown 乡音乡情醉开怀
Singers: Li Hongxiang, Xiao Dong’e, and others 
Lyrics: “Let’s sing and raise our glasses to our hometown. Let’s sing and raise our glasses to our hometown.  
I will start first and you will follow, and let’s all sing with passion and joy. Devilwood bloomed on the cliff, and 
our songs attracted our dear guests to come and join us. Bring out the best drinks, bring out the most delicious 
food and let’s sing and raise our glasses to our hometown.”

3. The Fisherman Song (South Song of Changyang) 渔家乐 (长阳南曲)
Singers: Wang Mingjun, Wang Rongchao 
Time flies by. A small boat floats on the Liulin River; a fisherman standing on the boat casts his fishing net.  
He wears a mino and his hat, and is holding a bamboo cane with a fishing basket tied to his belt. Suddenly, a 
storm is raging on the river and he navigates the boat to take shelter in a willow wood. He casts the fishing net 
on his left side and starts fishing on his right. Fresh fish goes perfect with a nice drink. Time and freedom are all 
he has, and money can’t buy them. After a delicious meal, he plays the jianban, singing to the moon’s reflection 
on the river. He can sing so freely, while the rich and the powerful can’t, and that is what he likes.

4. Sa Ye’er Ho 撒叶儿嗬
Singers: Wang Mingjun, Wang Rongchao, Tan Xiongshuang, Cao Feng, Huang Chuanyong 
Lyrics: “Focus on your chant and dance, and don’t do the dance wrong. You might get by with the wrong chant, 
but you will be called out for doing the dance wrong. You might get by with the wrong chant, but you will be 
called out for doing the dance wrong. So be a man, be focused and don’t get caught out.”

5. Silly Son-in-Law 憨女婿 
Singers: Fan Anqin and others 
Lyrics: “The sun has set. Listen to me sing about my silly son-in-law who is so silly that he messes everything up. 
My son-in-law is so short compared to others; a quilt can cover him up head to toe. I asked him to buy alcohol 
for our guests and he grabbed a bottle and went straight to the bathroom – the ‘alcohol’ he bought back was 
smelly. I asked him to make some tea for our guests and he took the tea pot then fell asleep – his beard was 
soaked in the water.”



6. A Woodpecker 一只啄木鹳
Singer: Wang Mingjun 
A woodpecker pecks on a Chinese parasol tree. It pecks here and there. It gets rid of all the pests and the 
Chinese parasol tree starts to bud again.

7. Comb with Hair Oil 梳油头
Singer: Qin Chengfang 
Lyrics: “I woke up this morning and was combing my hair with hair oil. I combed the left side and then the right 
side. I put on my earrings and made a fringe. I added two gardenias on each side and my lover boy loved the 
smell. I styled my hair like a half moon and I looked just like my dear sister.”

8. Lover Girl Lives on the Sandun Mountain 情妹妹住在三墩岩
Singer: Lv Xiaoling 
Lyrics: “Lover girl lives on the Sandun Mountain. If it’s raining, please don’t bother coming because people will 
gossip about the footprints back and forth on the ground. Lover girl lives on the Sandun Mountain. Although 
it’s raining, I will come wearing my shoes backwards, and when I go back, I will take off my shoes. That way, 
nobody will know.”

Recording date: July 2011
Recording location: Changyang Tujia Autonomous County, Yichang, Hubei Province

SUI
9. Song of Encounter 相逢歌
Singer: Wu Guoli 
Lyrics: “How lucky we are to have met each other today. Like gold and silver, we are meant to be together and 
never lose each other.”

10.  Ancient Song 古歌
Singer: Wei Tianlai 
This is an old story of how the ancient gods created the world. Before the ancient gods created human beings, 
they created the rocks and then the universe. The rocks piled up and became hills; trees were planted on these 
hills. To ensure systematic development, they wrote two books and ordained that roosters were supposed to 
crow when the sun rose. This was to remind people to start their days and to come home at sunset. When the 
sun set, it became dark everywhere and people had nowhere to go, so they took shelter in the caves. Beds were 
made, and men and women had to cuddle for warmth. They relied on each other like mud and rocks. Humans 
started reproducing. Afterwards, the gods created the ‘Five Grains’ so that the people on the hills could eat  
and survive. 



11. Genesis of the Sky, the Earth and Sun (ancient song) 开天辟地造太阳	(古歌)
Singer: Wu Guoli 
When Pangu split the sky and the earth, the difference between them was like a bottle gourd. Gods came down 
and lifted the sky up incredibly high.

12. When Spring Comes (ancient song) 大地回春	(古歌)
Singer: Wu Guoli 
Lyrics: “When spring comes, we plant trees and things start to grow.”

13. Love Song Duet 情歌对唱
Singers: Wu Guo’an, Pan Yingxiu 
Lyrics: Woman: “I miss you so much that I go to the market and wish to see you there. I want you like I want treasure. 
We are so happy together, so when shall we get married? If we are married, we shall never be separated.”
Man: “I went to the other markets and many girls followed me. I don’t want them though because all I want is you.”

14. Festival Song (ancient song) 节日歌	(古歌)
Singer: Wu Guoli 
A song for festivals.

15. First Love Song 初恋歌
Singer: Wu Guoli 
A song about first love.

16. I Miss You Song 相思歌
Singer: Wu Guoli 
A song about being love sick.

17. Hardship Song 苦命歌
Singer: Wu Guoli 
A song about a life of hardship.

Recording date: October 2012
Recording location: Shuili Sui Ethnic Township, Libo County, Guizhou Province




